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In praise of the Roman Canon: an essay on the Eucharistic Prayers of the 

Roman Rite 

1. 

 If you are a Catholic of the Latin Church, you will have heard Eucharistic Prayer I, also 

known as the Roman Canon; but probably only rarely. For today it’s heard mostly at major 

feasts: it’s the one that mentions a great number of early saints: Linus, Cornelius, etc. Like any 

piece of liturgy, it can be said well or badly; but, delivery aside, it has some especially stirring 

features. For example, as the priest recites the venerable list of the prayer’s Communicantes 

In communion with those whose memory we venerate, especially the glorious ever-

Virgin Mary, Mother of our God and Lord, Jesus Christ, and blessed Joseph, her 

Spouse, your blessed Apostles and Martyrs, Peter and Paul, Andrew, James, John, 

Thomas, James, Philip, Bartholomew, Matthew, Simon and Jude; Linus, Cletus, 

Clement, Sixtus, Cornelius, Cyprian, Lawrence, Chrysogonus, John and Paul, Cosmas 

and Damian and all your Saints… 

he can scarcely avoid working himself up into a great crescendo of paschal joy. Later in the 

prayer, he does it again: 

To us, also, your servants, who, though sinners, hope in your abundant mercies, 

graciously grant some share and fellowship with your holy Apostles and Martyrs: with 

John the Baptist, Stephen, Matthias, Barnabas, Ignatius, Alexander, Marcellinus, 

Peter, Felicity, Perpetua, Agatha, Lucy, Agnes, Cecilia, Anastasia and all your Saints; 

admit us, we beseech you, into their company…  

I—and I know I am not alone—feel my heart leap at this prayer, as we in the congregation recall 

our communion not just with living Catholics, but with the majority of the Church, especially the 

Church Triumphant. The prayer reminds us of and renews this Communion across all ages, and 

also reminds us that the Church today would not exist today without the sacrifice of the saints 

and martyrs---a giving of self that reflects Christ’s own self-giving in the Eucharist. The prayer 

fleshes out this point in a concrete, historical way far better than do the general references to 

‘saints and martyrs’ in the other three Eucharistic Prayers.  

 Today, then, I want to argue that the Roman Canon should be used at every Sunday mass, 

rebutting the arguments usually advanced against this practice. But first I should make two 

preliminary remarks. One: In advocating the more frequent use of a very old and traditional piece 

of liturgy, I am conscious that I may struggle to get a fair hearing. A minority of ‘traditionalist 

Catholics’ come close to idolizing pre-Vatican-II liturgies, and produce voluminous and 

somewhat trenchant writings. Now, it should be said that many of the more strident ‘Catholic 

traditionalists’, especially the American ones, have become so strident because they have 

witnessed appalling liturgical abuses, and a general culture of liturgical anarchy; but their 

stridency has undoubtedly helped to polarize the debate1, with the result that many leading 

                                                
1 The author would now moderate these remarks, made when he had been Catholic for only twelve months. For he 

has now been Catholic for fourteen, and in that time he has happened actually to meet a (mostly female) group of 
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clerics are now hostile to any suggestion that pre-Vatican-II liturgy has anything to offer the 

Church today. To be clear, then: I am not one who thinks that a return to the Extraordinary Form 

would in itself solve all the Church’s problems. I would, however, insist that there are some 

features of older Catholic liturgy that we would do well to recover, and some traditional options 

within the Ordinary Form that we are wrong to be neglecting—such as the Roman Canon. (On 

this Pentecost Sunday, I also think of the pre-1970 Octave of Pentecost: one day annually of red 

vestments and a focus on the Holy Spirit just isn’t enough). Any balanced debate, I think, must 

not reject these claims out of hand. It should also be noted that I do not claim that the Roman 

Canon is perfect; indeed, I accept the argument of Sacrosanctum Concilium (1969) that some 

diversity of eucharistic prayers is desirable2. I merely think that none of the alternatives yet 

provided is adequate, and indeed that they can be shown to be so inferior to the Roman Canon 

that the use of them—at any rate on Sundays—is not justifiable. 

 After all—and this will be the last part of this long but necessary first preliminary—we 

need to understand the flaws in the entrenched positions of what have been called the Catholic 

‘culture wars’ if we are to transcend them. Traditionalists’ resistance to change derives, I think, 

from a fear—and on recent evidence it is reasonable fear—that any change the Church makes 

will now be for the worse. They have the feeling that the Body of which they are part is like a 

man with dementia who knows that he needs to bring an old essay up to date, but fears to make 

any change lest he spoil it. But the Church’s genius has not been exhausted: for it comes from 

the Spirit, and the weakness in the traditionalists’ argument is that it forgets that the Spirit will 

work in us as well today as he did in the High Middle Ages—if we let him. Liturgical 

progressives, on the other hand, are more obviously analogous to modern architects: who, 

ignorantly believing that ‘we’ understand far more about human nature and art, and have far 

more advanced philosophical methods, than past generations, therefore indulge their private 

whims in their architecture; and so build buildings from which no one draws a better sense of 

reality, and which almost everyone hates. 

But the Church’s liturgical genius, when it re-emerges, will, like all true genius, be 

thoroughgoingly traditional: just as no one has produced a truly creative and great piece of art 

without having previously versed himself in the works of his predecessors, and having placed 

himself in dialogue therewith. The Church, then, is perhaps less like the aforementioned essayist 

with dementia, and more like one with a bad infection: she needs to take some stiff medicine, 

and things will feel pretty jumbled up while she’s on it; but she has more to give yet. 

 Now for my second and last preliminary. I cannot deny that my argument is a criticism of 

the prevailing practice amongst priests of using anything but the Roman Canon at mass. 

However, it is not a criticism of the priests themselves. Possibly it is a criticism of their seminary 

education. But mostly my criticism will fall elsewhere: and certainly not upon hardworking men 

                                                
young frequenters of the Extraordinary Form, and found them to be holy and sensible; for him they contrast 

interestingly with the female altar servers he had already met, who typically embraced various errors, including 

egalitarianism and (oddly enough) religious indifferentism.  
2 Sacrosanctum Concilium 48: ‘…To consider the variety of anaphoras in the tradition of the universal Church is to 

realize that one anaphora alone cannot contain all the pastoral, spiritual and theological riches to be hoped for. A 

multiplicity of texts must make up for the limitations of any one of them…’. 
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who have no time to study the four eucharistic prayers or the General Instruction of the Roman 

Missal, have never been encouraged to do so, and do but follow the liturgical practice of their 

colleagues and superiors. Certainly priests will need humility if they are to countenance my 

thesis that they have been neglecting a powerful resource that has been staring them in the face, 

and that (as I will also argue) the fashionable eucharistic prayers, though orthodox, fail to 

nourish right understanding amongst the faithful; but I am confident that this humility will not be 

lacking. 

2. 

 One more substantive objection to my impending argument must be headed off 

immediately. To any criticisms of the modern Eucharistic prayers, it is always objected that 

eucharistic prayers II and III---especially prayer II---are closely based on eucharistic prayers of 

great antiquity, and indeed retain much of the spirit of the ancient Eastern anaphoric tradition. 

Indeed, expressing this opinion has for over 50 years been a fashionable signal of intellectualism; 

but, as is almost always true of such signals, the opinion it involves is itself nonsense. 

Throughout my criticism of the modern prayers, I will show that their bad features are either not 

found in their ancient forebears, or only become bad when translated literally into Latin and 

thence into English. (Besides, I would scarcely be troubled even if I could not show this: the 

mere fact that a prayer was used for a long time is not a conclusive argument in its favour; the 

mere fact of its antiquity, even less so).  

3. 

I want now to make some further close study of the four main Eucharistic Prayers (I do 

not here discuss the Eucharistic Prayers of Reconciliation, or the prayers for masses with 

children). Let us first, then, establish some criteria by which we can weigh the merits of these 

four prayers against each other. (Of course, I do not aim to make an exhaustive list of defensible 

criteria here; later, I will consider two criteria that are often adduced to denigrate the Roman 

Canon, but which I think are misguided). 

An important criterion of a eucharistic prayer’s quality is, I think, beauty, the potential to 

nourish devotion and build up moments of transcendence---as I have suggested above. But there 

is an even more important criterion. For a striking fact about eucharistic prayers is that, if they 

are used often, Catholics become extremely familiar with their words; and what they hear so 

often, and get to know so well, is bound to influence their understanding of the Faith. The most 

important criterion of a eucharistic prayer is therefore its orthodoxy. Since, though, I would not 

claim that any of the four prayers is heterodox, this will not be an important criterion for our 

purposes.  

Nevertheless, the fact that people remember eucharistic prayers suggests another 

important criterion. For the meaning of a prayer may be very different from how it strikes one, or 

in other words how it sounds to the average person that hasn’t thought carefully about 

everything it implies. This quality—for short, its sound, or the impression it gives—is important, 

because, clearly, the sound of a eucharistic prayer will influence the doctrinal understanding of 

those who hear it much more than its strict meaning will. Therefore, a key criterion of a 
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eucharistic prayer’s quality should be its tendency to nourish orthodox thought, or its lack 

thereof. The relevant question will not be just whether a prayer’s sound is misleading or well-

leading, but also whether it is clear enough to communicate anything to the ordinary listener in 

the first place. By this criterion, then, a good eucharistic prayer is one that uses its privileged 

position in Catholics’ memory and experience to impart clear conceptual tools that give us a 

better view of reality. Let us name this the criterion of sound. 

4. 

I have suggested that the Roman Canon is the best eucharistic prayer by the criterion of 

beauty; I now want to suggest that it is the best by the criterion of sound. Consider the following 

part of the Roman Canon. 

Remember, Lord, your servants N. and N, and all gathered here, whose faith and 

devotion are known to you. For them, we offer you this sacrifice of praise or they 

offer it for themselves and all who are dear to them: for the redemption of their souls, 

in hope of health and well-being, and paying their homage to you, the eternal God, 

living and true. [My emphasis]. 

 Using direct, literal words this furnishes mass attenders with a concise tripartite definition 

of the ends of mass: redemption, homage, ‘health and well-being’. This is a useful definition: 

compare the Catechism’s: 

We must therefore consider the Eucharist as: 

- thanksgiving and praise to the Father; 

- the sacrificial memorial of Christ and his Body; 

- the presence of Christ by the power of his word and of his Spirit3 

But the Canon’s talk of ‘health and well-being’ seems to refer both to spiritual and physical 

health; and some may here object that the Catechism nowhere states that the Eucharist helps 

one’s physical health. Well: perhaps the Catechism’s authors thought that this could mislead, and 

so distress, the seriously ill; perhaps they did not want to endorse the mediaeval superstition that 

all illness was directly attributable to the ill person’s sin. But few Catholic thinkers would deny 

that spiritual and physical health are related, even though one can certainly be ill and saintly or 

(physically) well and vicious. The Ascension itself, the bodily raising up and glorifying of 

Christ, implies the connection between the two kinds of health, as does the doctrine of the 

resurrection of the dead4, and Healing of the Paralytic at Luke 5:18-26. So the phrase ‘in the 

hope of health and well-being’ is entirely orthodox.  

                                                
3 Catechism of the Catholic Church §1358 
4 Indeed Pope St Gregory the Great, Homilia 29 in Evang, offers a valuable insight into the Ascension when he 

reminds as that it is a raising up of all matter: ‘Let us then hear what [Jesus] reminds [the disciples], having rebuked 
their hardness of heart: ‘Go all round the world, preach the gospel to every creature’. So then, my brothers, did he 

mean the Gospel to be preached to brute animals, or insensible objects, when he said to his disciples ‘Preach to 

every creature’? Well, by the words ‘every creature’ he indicates man. Man has something of every creature. For he 

has his being in common with stones; his living, with trees; his sentience, with animals; his understanding, with the 

angels. Hence if man has something in common with every creature, in a certain sense man is every creature. 

Therefore the gospel is preached to every creature when it is preached to man alone.’ (‘Increpáta ígitur eórum 
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In fact, it is not only orthodox: it is also extremely important. For it clearly affirms the 

power of spiritual things in and upon material things even on this earth. But—and this is 

astonishing once one notices it—none of the other eucharistic prayers have any similarly obvious 

affirmation of this power, even though the Catholic doctrine of the eucharist presupposes it. (Of 

course, the other eucharistic prayers do talk of Christ’s salvific action, and so affirm the 

existence of such power very obliquely). This itself gives the Roman Canon a significant 

advantage over the other prayers. 

5. 

As one can see from the above-quoted passage, the Roman Canon also squarely faces the 

fact that our need for salvation and the remission of our sins is a continuing need; whereas parts 

of all the other Eucharistic prayers give the impression that our salvation is both earned and 

assured. Whereas the Roman Canon has: 

Therefore, Lord, we pray: graciously accept this oblation of our service, that of your 

whole family; order our days in your peace, and command that we be delivered from 

eternal damnation and counted among the flock of those you have chosen. 

and (continuing on from the second list of saints mentioned): 

…admit us, we beseech you, into their company not weighing our merits, but granting 

us your pardon… 

Eucharistic Prayer II has the more complacent 

we offer you, Lord, the Bread of life and the Chalice of salvation, giving thanks that 

you have held us worthy to be in your presence and minister to you… Have mercy on 

us all, we pray, that with the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of God, with the blessed 

Apostles, and all the Saints who have pleased you throughout the ages, we may merit 

to be coheirs to eternal life, and may praise and glorify you. 

which could mislead congregations into Pelagianism with its talk of ‘merit’ (this section of this 

eucharistic prayer, namely the ‘intercessions’, was an entirely new composition)5. Indeed, it can 

hardly escape one’s notice that this talk falls at just the point in the liturgical action at which the 

Roman Canon asks God to grant us salvation overlooking our lack of merit. The two respective 

passages sound like opposites. 

 Now, the fact that two passages sound like opposites does not mean that only one of them 

can be true; it is does not mean that only one of these prayers can be, strictly speaking, orthodox. 

The meaning of a passage depends on context, and can be different from the impression it gives. 

                                                
durítia, quid admonéndo dicat, audiámus: Eúntes in mundum univérsum, prædicáte Evangélium omni creatúræ. 
Numquid, fratres mei, sanctum Evangélium vel insensátis rebus, vel brutis animálibus fúerat prædicándum, ut de eo 

discípulis dicátur: Prædicáte omni creatúræ? Sed omnis creatúræ nómine signátur homo. Omnis autem creatúræ 

áliquid habet homo. Habet namque commúne esse cum lapídibus, vívere cum arbóribus, sentíre cum animálibus, 

intellégere cum Angelis. Si ergo commúne habet áliquid cum omni creatúra homo, iuxta áliquid omnis creatúra est 

homo. Omni ergo creatúræ prædicátur Evangélium, cum soli hómini prædicátur.’). 
5 Mazza p.91 
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However, as I have said, the sound of a prayer influences its hearers’ thought far more than its 

strict meaning does. From the fact that these two passages sound like opposites, it does therefore 

follow that only one of them (at most) can nourish orthodox thought. And is it more likely to be 

the prayer of 1,300 years that does this, a prayer that derives from the patristic age; or a prayer 

made to fit one man’s theories in the 1960’s? 

 Aside from this problem, what exactly does ‘have held us worthy to be in your presence’ 

mean? If we understand ‘in your presence’ to mean ‘in Church, before the sacrament’, then the 

statement is absurd: God’s providence does not lead people into Church only when they are 

worthy to be there. What would such worthiness even consist in? Do we not say, in all the 

eucharistic prayers, ‘Lord, I am not worthy, that you should enter under my roof’, which words 

suggest that no-one is worthy to see God in front of him? There is no such worthiness; to talk of 

it only encourages a Pelagian complacency and conceitedness. On the other hand, if ‘to be in 

your [God’s] presence’ is understood as a metaphor meaning ‘to be one of God’s people’, it has 

the same effect.   

Secondly, E.P. III has: 

May this Sacrifice of our reconciliation, we pray, O Lord, advance the peace and 

salvation of all the world. 

which takes the emphasis away from the congregation’s pressing need for salvation, and the fact 

that attending Mass might help it obtain it. It could lead some to attend mass with the delusion 

that, sure of their own goodness, they go primarily to help others. It also obscures the fact that, 

notwithstanding Lumen gentium, participation in the Church remains one’s most rational means 

to the end of one’s salvation (rational insofar as reason prompts one to take actions that will 

make one more receptive to the grace of faith, even though reason itself cannot produce faith). 

 Already, then, two important themes have emerged. First: the modern eucharistic prayers, 

though orthodox, may mislead hearers into Pelagian views, whereas the Roman Canon does not. 

I will consider this point in much more detail below. Second: the modern eucharistic prayers are 

vague, whereas the Roman Canon imparts clear ideas to its hearers. In fact, the modern prayers 

contain so many barely meaningful statements that they may feed the false popular idea that 

statements about spiritual matters can only ever be vague, and can never have any kind of 

observable truth, any kind of bite into observable reality. In contrast, the Roman Canon helps us 

to understand the power of spirit upon body, and so better to understand the Real Presence of 

Christ in the Eucharist. 

6. 

 But before we consider the first theme further: My last point about Eucharistic Prayer III 

suggests another important criterion of a eucharistic prayer. For our abstract understanding of the 

claims of the faith is one thing; but our feelings as we come to communion are another thing. 

Another question we should ask, then, is, Does this eucharistic prayer help us to approach 

communion with the right attitude? Does it help us to we approach the sacrament with love of 

God, with gratitude, with adoration, so that we can make a good communion? 
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Now then, how does a Eucharistic prayer best do this? Simply by being beautiful? No: it 

must also be awe-inspiring. For it is hard to adore without first being in awe; it is hard to love a 

saviour as saviour unless one has a vivid conception of the danger from which he is saving one. 

An analogy with newborn babies will perhaps illustrate this. Newborn babies love their mothers 

not least because of their strong intuition that everything beyond their mother is dangerous. They 

are not frightened when they are with their mothers, but they know the danger outside. Similarly 

our liturgies need not be frightening (at least not to everyone all the time), but should remind us 

of the dangers we face and from which the Gospel offers us an escape. In other words, we do not 

need to make our liturgies uniformly sombre, so that they lack joy, and represent what some (I 

think unfairly) label the ‘negative spirituality’ of the Middle Ages. But we need to be reminded 

of what we have been redeemed from if we are to find joy in being redeemed.  

Indeed, it is only the Catholic Church (and perhaps the Orthodox churches) that can hold 

the awful and the joyous together. For we should remember that the Tractarian Isaac Williams 

saw the work of Providence in the Book of Common Prayer precisely because, as he saw it, the 

Book drew good things from the old Roman liturgies, and yet avoided their unworthy, papist 

joyousness6. Human fallenness is, for Protestants, so awful, that it must either a) displace all 

other Christian themes in the liturgy, and so make the liturgy sombre and severe; or b) become so 

overwhelming as to be scarcely cognizable, leaving the liturgy to become just one expression of 

a wearingly chronic vacuous happiness—an unsatisfyingly one-sided response to human 

experience. (An exception is High Anglican practice, which seems to avoid this liturgical 

dilemma). Most modern Catholic liturgy—with its white-vestments-at-funerals mentality, its 

forsaking of Penitential Rite A, and a host of another banalities—tends alarmingly towards b). 

A good Catholic liturgy, then, should fill us with an awe, with a conception of the great 

dangers we face, and then remind us, joyously, that in Christ we have a glorious riposte to them. 

                                                
6 Isaac Williams, ‘Indications of a Superintending Providence in the Preservation of the Prayer Book and in the 

Changes which it has undergone’, Tracts for the Times no. LXXXVI, e.g. section 8 ‘The next point which may be 

observed, as showing the difference which pervades our own Prayer Book, is a certain spirit, which characterizes the 

whole tenor of it. We cannot look into Breviaries and Missals without observing their high choral tone in distinction 
from our own. To advert to particulars; we have the ancient Kyrie Eleison, but have not the Hallelujahs; which 

indeed, in the solemn accents of the ancient Hebrew form are so frequent in other Churches, that they remind one of 

the high evangelical promises alluded to in the Apocrypha, “The streets of Jerusalem shall be paved with beryl, and 

all her streets shall say Allelujah.” The Introitus, or Psalm introducing the Communion, we have lost. The 

Hosannah, at the end of the Trisagion, the Gloria Deo at the Gospel, (excepting as observed by traditionary use) are 

omitted. In king Edward's first book were the words in the Communion, “Let us keep a joyful and holy Feast with 

the Lord;” these find no place in ours. But we have a penitential responsory on having broken each of the 

Commandments, and a peculiar prayer of humiliation as unworthy “to gather up the crumbs under the table.” We 

have indeed the Gloria in excelsis, but removed to the Post-Communion, and usually said kneeling. Add to this, that 

we are even to this day without Canonical Hymns, notwithstanding all efforts to obtain them; but instead of Psalms 

and Spiritual Songs, even our Thanksgiving assumes the shape, and soon falls into the language of Prayer: like them 

of old in a condition in some degree analogous to our own, “we sit down and weep, when we remember thee, O 
Sion; as for our harps, we hang them up upon the trees that are therein.” Of the few hymns which we have at the end 

of the version of the Psalms, one is  “the humble suit of a sinner,” and two are “the lamentations of a sinner.” With 

such a beautiful and touching adaptation to our position does the silence and the language of our Liturgy seem to 

conspire, all brought about by the influence of that unseen Hand, that changes night into day and summer into 

winter, by an imperceptible process that none can mark. The roll put into our hand has lamentation written on it. 

“Praise,” says the Son of Sirach, “is not seemly in the mouth of a sinner, for it was not sent him of the LORD.”’ 
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Hearing the Roman Canon fills us with that conception and that awe, and so (according to our 

strength of faith) fills us with love, gratitude and adoration. Hearing the other eucharistic prayers 

hardly does so at all. Again, then, the Roman Canon comes out best.  

7. 

Yet there is a more important point. Consider the following passages. 

E.P. IV has the bland: 

To all of us, your children, grant, O merciful Father, that we may enter into a heavenly 

inheritance with the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of God, and with your Apostles and 

Saints in your kingdom. 

And E.P. III similarly prays that 

we may obtain an inheritance with your elect, especially with the most Blessed Virgin 

Mary, Mother of God, with your blessed Apostles and glorious Martyrs (with Saint N) 

and with all the Saints, on whose constant intercession in your presence we rely for 

unfailing help. 

In these passages, the metaphors of inheritance with the saints take the place of the 

Roman Canon’s ‘some share and fellowship with’. Now, the language of eschatological 

‘inheritance’ is not new in eucharistic prayers: the Syriac Anaphora of Ignatius of Antioch talks 

of ‘the heavenly kingdom as our heritage’.7 Moreover, the metaphor of ‘inheritance’ is of course 

thoroughly biblical. However, I want to suggest that this talk of inheritance, translated into the 

Latin ‘hereditas’ and thence into modern western European words, can be highly misleading; and 

that it is in fact misleading in both these eucharistic prayers. To understand why this is, we need 

to consider the Hebrew notion of inheritance. As the entry for ‘Inheritance (in the Bible)’ in the 

New Catholic Encylopedia explains:  

The principal Hebrew equivalents for the English words, inherit, inheritance, heritage, 

and heir, are based on the verbal roots yrš, nḥl, and ḥlq, to which may be added the 

nouns gôrāl (lot), ḥebel (allotted portion), and perhaps also segullâ (private fortune). 

The root yrš… denotes specifically succession in possession, whether by conquest or 

by inheritance, and it is used almost always of immovables, such as a country, city, or 

house. The root nḥl… designates precisely possession held by title of patrimony and is 

employed almost always of immovables. The root ḥlq refers to a heritage as a portion 

of a larger unit. 

But as Bible Scholars well understand, none of these words exclusively denote the acquisition of 

property on someone’s death and by normal process of law. Their literal meaning encompasses 

all kinds of coming-into-possession.8 

                                                
7 See Mazzi p.339 n.248 citing Hänggi and Pahl (eds.) Prex eucharistic. Textus e variis liturgis antiquioribus selecti. 

Spicilegium Friburgense 12. Freiburg 1978, p.291 
8 See, e.g. Holman Bible Dictionary, entry ‘Inheritance’. 
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 Moreover, the way biblical Jews approached the problem of arranging the succession of 

property at the time of death—i.e. the Jewish practice that we today would naturally label with 

our narrow word ‘inheritance’—was quite different from the practice given in the Common and 

Roman laws, from which the English ‘inheritance’ and the Roman ‘hereditas’ draw their 

denotations and connotations. Amongst the Jews of biblical times, what we would today call 

testamentary disposition—the making of wills—was never common, and the bible contains no 

laws about the practice.9 Inheritance upon death almost always ran in accordance with the law of 

Moses, which established the rights of the deceased kinsman, natural or adopted, just as our laws 

of intestacy do today. If one wanted to make a special bequest to a non-relative, one usually 

transferred property while still alive.10 

 These brief remarks suffice to establish the logical and emotional flavour of ‘inheritance’ 

in Jewish practice, which flavour, for our purposes, is best defined by comparison with that of 

the modern English concept of ‘inheritance’. In modern English, a (literal) inheritance is 

something that one gains after a second person’s death, either because the second person has 

named one in his will, or, if he died intestate, because one is a relative (not necessarily a close 

relative) of the deceased. Hence, an inheritance is always something to which one has a pre-

existing legal right at the time one receives it. Moreover, ‘inheritance’ carries no strong logical 

or social implication that one had a close relationship with the deceased. It strikes us, therefore, 

as mostly of matter of legal right; a juridical concept more than a social one. Nor does the 

English concept stand alone. The notion of ‘hereditas’ in Roman law had and has much the same 

character: our concepts, after all, are    far more like the Romans’ than biblical Jews’. 

 In contrast, a Jewish inheritance was one of two things. First, it might be property one 

received from a living person (usually elderly); property to which therefore one had no right in 

advance of the transfer (unless one was a relative). Second, it might be property one received as 

a relative—almost certainly a close relative, or an adopted relative. Inheritance was therefore 

much more a matter of relationship: natural kin relationship, or the relationship whereby one 

person has chosen and adopted another as a kinsman, or the relationship of receiving something 

from someone in person. Moreover ‘inheritance’ was not even a concept clearly distinct from the 

broader concept of coming-into-possession. We can therefore hazard the guess that it was felt to 

connote a pre-existing legal right to the inherited property much less strongly and much less 

primarily than the modern English word ‘inheritance’ or the Roman-lawyers’ word ‘hereditas’. 

 All this helps explain why the authors of the bible readily talked of inheritance as they 

did: inheritance of the Son from the Father (which clearly does not suggest the death of the 

Father!)11 etc. And so the New Testament authors used Greek ‘κληρονομία’ and its cognates to 

render this idea, even though the Greek word, as used by Greeks, more naturally meant 

something much closer to hereditas. For the Jewish concept would have been central to the 

thought of the Jewish writers of the Old Testament; they stretched their Greek to fit it. 

                                                
9 Richard H. Hiers,Transfer of Property by Inheritance and Bequest in Biblical Law and Tradition, 10 J. L. & 

Religion 121 (1993), available at http://scholarship.law.ufl.edu/facultypub/737 
10 Ibid p.147 
11 Heb 1:2 
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 But for the reasons given, the metaphor of ‘inheritance’ in EP’s III and IV, whether said 

in Latin or in English, could very easily mislead its hearers. Hearing it regularly, does, I think, 

make one inclined to suppose that our ‘inheritance’ with the Father has already been established, 

and is something to which we have a right. For that is what English or Latin ‘inheritance’ 

implies. (Close analysis of the whole prayer would show this not to be the meaning, of course; 

my point is again about sound).  

8. 

 Now, this may sound fanciful. But I can adduce two pieces of evidence for my concern---

which, to reiterate, is the concern that translating the talk of humans’ eschatological 

‘κληρονομία’ with the thoroughly Western word ‘hereditas’ might mislead people into a 

Pelagian complacency about eternal life; into a sense that they would be entitled to their 

inheritance at the time of receiving it. The first piece of evidence is that St Jerome seems to have 

shared my concern. (Recall that St Jerome and Pelagius were almost exact contemporaries, and 

that St Jerome wrote a Dialogus Adversus Pelagianos12). To consider only the New Testament: 

He accurately translates Greek ‘κληρονομία’ and its cognates as ‘hereditas’ and its cognates13 

when it refers to a literal inheritance14, and indeed as ‘divided by lot’ when that meaning (the 

original meaning of the Greek word) is most appropriate15; he also translates ‘κληρονομῆσαι’ as 

‘haereditare’ when the Greek has a metaphorical but not eschatological sense.16 He also uses 

‘hereditas’ to translate discussions of Abraham’s inheritance as such; for that inheritance, though 

clearly related to the ultimate inheritance Christ wins for us, is nevertheless also a literal 

inheritance of land.17 Clearly, then, he understands the Greek he is translating, and has no 

general aversion to using ‘hereditas’ metaphorically in his translations. Yet he translates most of 

the eschatological usages of the Greek word (where it refers to our inheritance) in other ways18: 

‘inherit the kingdom’ as  ‘possess the kingdom’19 or ‘reach the kingdom’20, ‘inherit the earth’ as 

‘will be consoled’21, ‘we have obtained an inheritance’ as ‘we have been called’22, ‘the 

inheritance of the saints’ as ‘the lot of the saints’23, ‘inherit eternal life’ as ‘attain unto eternal 

life’24 or ‘possess eternal life’25, and ‘will inherit [water as a gift from the spring of the water of 

                                                
12 Available at http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/04z/z_0347-

0420__Hieronymus__Dialogus_Adversus_Pelagianos__MLT.pdf.html 
13 Henceforth I shall omit ‘and its cognates’ for brevity where I obviously mean to include them. 
14 Matt 21:38, Mark 12:7 (twice), Luke 12:13; 20:14 (twice), Gal 4:1, 4:30 
15 Acts 13:19 
16 Heb 12:17  
17 Rom 4:13, Heb 6:17, 11:8, 11:9, Gal 3:29 
18 In all of the following examples I write the NRSVACE English translation of the Greek first, and then my 

translation of the Vulgate solution. The NRSVACE English always translates ‘κληρονομέω’ and its cognates as 

‘inherit’ and its cognates. 
19 Matt 25:34 and 1 Cor 6:9-10 (twice), 1 Cor 15:50 (twice) 
20 Gal 5:21 
21 Matt 5:5 
22 Eph 1:11 
23 Col 1:12 
24 Mark 10:17 
25 Matt 19:29, Luke 10:25, 18:18 
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life]’ as ‘will possess’26. However, where the Greek talks specifically of Christ’s own 

metaphorical inheritance, St Jerome allows ‘hereditas’27. On my hypothesis, this would be 

because ‘hereditas’ here would not induce complacency in readers, since it is not talk of our 

inheritance. The same accounts for his acceptance of ‘haeres’ for ‘κληρονόμος’ as a description 

of Noah.28 Perhaps for similar reasons he also sees fit to admit ‘hereditas’ where Paul tells us 

who will not have an ‘inheritance’ in the kingdom of God.29 

From what we have seen so far, then, St Jerome’s practice is exactly what we would 

expect on the hypothesis that he was concerned that talk of an eschatological ‘hereditas’ could 

indeed sound Pelagian because of the word’s legal, right-giving overtones. 

9. 

Furthermore, where St Jerome does use ‘hereditas’, either a) he has been forced to do 

so30, or b) the words surrounding ‘κληρονομία’ make it obvious, even to the most inattentive 

reader, that ‘κληρονομία’ is being used in a highly metaphorical way; so obvious, in fact, that the 

reader is not even aware of consciously ruling out a literal interpretation of it: it just never occurs 

to one. In this second case, St Jerome translates the surrounding words and ‘κληρονομία’ 

literally. On my hypothesis, this is because the surrounding words in his Latin translation 

suppress the more juridical connotations of ‘hereditas’, together with any implication that we 

have a right to a heavenly inheritance. (But St Jerome never inserts words not found in the Greek 

in order to manufacture this metaphor-highlighting effect elsewhere). 

Before I ground this claim in a careful analysis of St Jerome’s usages, I should respond to 

a possible objection here. Someone might claim that, if my hypothesis were true, we would 

expect St Jerome never to translate ‘κληρονομία’ literally. My response to this is simple: my 

hypothesis should not lead us to expect St Jerome always to paraphrase ‘κληρονομία’. For we 

should remember that any translation of the Bible that totally failed to render the key metaphor 

of eschatological ‘inheritance’ would hardly be adequate: to omit it wholly would itself be 

misleading or at least incomplete. We would therefore expect a good Latin biblical translator to 

render it literally on some occasions, even if on others he prefers a paraphrase. 

But to support my argument I must now consider St Jerome’s cautious eschatological 

usages of ‘hereditas’. Several cases are distinguishable. In the first the connexion between the 

heavenly inheritance and God’s gratuitous giving of it to us is so immediate that unhelpful 

implications are marginalized—i.e., the phrase just sounds metaphorical. For example: 

                                                
26 Rev 21:7   
27 Heb 1:2, 1:4 
28 Heb 11:7 
29 Eph 5:5 
30 Gal 4:7, which makes no sense unless clearly linked to the talk of literal heirship in the rest of the chapter; Heb 

1:11, which needs to connect with Heb 1:4 to make sense as an explanation of the status of angels with respect to 

men. 
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And now I commend you to God and to the message of his grace, a message that is 

able to build you up and to give you the inheritance among all who are sanctified.31  

is translated literally by St Jerome as 

Et nunc commendo vos Deo, et verbo gratiae ipsius, qui potens est aedificare, et dare 

haereditatem in sanctificatis omnibus. 

since the ‘[God’s] message… able to… give you’ makes it immediately obvious that the 

‘inheritance’ is given by a live giver, rather than bequeathed, and so isn’t really a ‘hereditas’ in 

any normal sense.  Similarly he translates  

since you know that from the Lord you will receive the inheritance as your reward; 

you serve the Lord Christ.32 

as 

scientes quod a Domino accipietis retributionem haereditatis. Domino Christo servite. 

 Here we also see another theme: that where St Jerome does use a metaphorical 

‘hereditas’, he puts it in close association with Latin words that are exclusively or commonly 

technical and commercial in meaning—here ‘retributio’, which can mean ‘recompense’ or 

‘repayment’ in commerce. Since it is absurd to imagine God working in literal business concepts, 

use of them highlights the highly metaphorical nature of the entire phrase. He does the same 

with: 

For if the inheritance comes from the law, it no longer comes from the promise; but 

God granted it to Abraham through the promise.33  

which he translates: 

Nam si ex lege haereditas, jam non ex promissione. Abrahae autem per 

repromissionem donavit Deus. 

There is no clearly no danger here of the ‘hereditas’ sounding juridical, because it is explicitly 

said not to be (and he translates the similar passage in Romans in the same way34). But for good 

measure St Jerome translates the Greek ‘ἐπαγγελίας’, promise, not as ‘promissio’, but as the far 

more technical and commercial ‘repromissio’, a counter-promise.35 Under the cover of 

testament-language, he does the same with 

For this reason he is the mediator of a new covenant, so that those who are called may 

receive the promised eternal inheritance, because a death has occurred that redeems 

them from the transgressions under the first covenant.36 

                                                
31 Acts 20:32 
32 Col 3:24 
33 Gal 3:18 
34 Rom 4:14 
35 As in e.g. Cic. Rosc. Com. 13, 39 
36 Heb 9:15 
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which becomes 

Et ideo novi testamenti mediator est: ut morte intercedente, in redemptionem earum 

praevaricationum, quae erant sub priori testamento, repromissionem accipiant qui 

vocati sunt aeternae haereditatis. 

On another occasion the Greek itself lends him suitable business-language. The Greek 

ὅ ἐστιν ἀρραβὼν τῆς κληρονομίας ἡμῶν, εἰς ἀπολύτρωσιν τῆς περιποιήσεως, εἰς 

ἔπαινον τῆς δόξης αὐτοῦ.37 

(this is the pledge of our inheritance towards redemption as God’s own people, to the 

praise of his glory). 

with its commercial word ‘ἀρραβὼν’, a security-payment, becomes the closest literal equivalent, 

‘pignus’, and St Jerome, again following the Greek, admits ‘hereditas’ in grammatical 

subordination thereto: 

qui est pignus haereditatis nostrae, in redemptionem acquisitionis, in laudem gloriae 

ipsius. 

Clearly, our Lord is not literally a security-payment, so the metaphoricity of the phrase is again 

immediately obvious.  

 The testament-example above also manifests the third theme: that Jerome admits 

‘hereditas’ where a predicate adjective makes its highly metaphorical nature obvious: an ‘eternal’ 

inheritance is clearly not much like a literal one. The same observation accounts for St Jerome’s 

translating 

and into an inheritance that is imperishable, undefiled, and unfading, kept in heaven 

for you38 

literally as 

in haereditatem incorruptibilem, et incontaminatam, et immarcescibilem, conservatam 

in caelis in vobis 

and ‘the riches of his glorious inheritance among the saints’39 as ‘divitiae gloriae haereditatis ejus 

in sanctis’. Similarly he allows the literal translation where the following (virtually appositive) 

words are very obviously metaphorical: the Greek 

συγκληρονόμα καὶ σύσσωμα καὶ συμμέτοχα τῆς ἐπαγγελίας ἐν Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦ διὰ τοῦ 

εὐαγγελίου40 

(fellow-heirs, members of the same body, and sharers in the promise in Christ Jesus) 

                                                
37 Eph 1:14 (SBL Greek New Testament). 
38 1 Pet 1:4 
39 Eph 1:18 
40 Eph 3:6 
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becomes 

cohaeredes, et concorporales, et comparticipes promissionis ejus in Christo Jesu per 

Evangelium. 

Again similarly, St Jerome translates ‘inherit the promises’ literally, since, again, it is 

immediately obvious that an inheritance of a promise is very different from a literal 

inheritance.41  

 Lastly, he translates the metaphorical ‘heirs’ (‘κληρονόμοι’) literally as ‘haeredes’ a few 

times: once, when the sense is immediately qualified with the limiting qualifier ‘κατά’ 

(‘secundum’ / ‘according to’)42; another time, for ‘co-heirs’ (‘συγκληρονόμοι’ becomes 

‘cohaeredes’)43, and also for ‘heirs of the kingdom’44 (‘κληρονόμοι τῆς βασιλείας’ becomes 

‘haeredes regni’), and for ‘that you might inherit a blessing’45 (‘ἵνα εὐλογίαν κληρονομήσητε’ 

becomes ‘ut benedictionem haereditate possideatis’). 

 To summarize then: St Jerome’s practice admits ‘hereditas’ as a translation for 

eschatological ‘κληρονομία’ sometimes, when the context of the Greek—which he renders 

faithfully in his Latin—makes the metaphoricity of the instance of ‘hereditas’ immediately 

obvious to the reader; but he mostly avoids it. Since ‘hereditas’ is logically and, I daresay, 

sociologically much closer to English ‘inheritance’ than Jewish notions of inheritance, we can 

account for his translation-decisions by the hypothesis that he felt ‘hereditas’ to be a potentially 

misleading translation of the eschatological ‘inheritance’ metaphor of the bible, as I do. For, as I 

have said, Western inheritance has a different logical character from that of Jewish inheritance; 

we feel ‘inheritance’, on its own, to connotate legal right to property more than a close 

relationship with a giver. 

 Now, all this has been preliminary to my main argument. If St Jerome was wary of using 

‘hereditas’ in the Bible, then how much more should we be wary of using it in our liturgy, above 

all in the eucharistic prayers! After all, the bible contains many difficult and potentially 

misleading words and phrases and ideas, and it is not a bible translator’s job to smooth over all 

biblical subtleties. For example, any good bible translator probably needs to translate Romans 

3:38 with the phrase ‘justified by faith’, even though some may read it as a justification of 

Protestantism. But—and here is my point—we surely would be reckless to include the phrase 

‘justified by faith’ in a core part of our Mass liturgy. In other words, the level of clarity and well-

leadingness that we ought to demand of our liturgy is far higher than that which we ought to 

demand of bible translations. If it would be reckless to include ‘justified by faith’ in a Eucharistic 

prayer, then it is far more reckless to include in it an ‘inheritance’ metaphor that St Jerome only 

warily included even in his Bible. 

                                                
41 Heb 6:12 
42 Titus 3:7 
43 1 Pet 3:7 
44 Jas 2:5 
45 1 Pet 3:9 
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 Furthermore, if the reader looks again at the ‘inheritance’ phrases that St Jerome 

translates by paraphrase, he will see that the ‘inheritance’ phrases in the eucharistic prayers are 

far more like the ones that St Jerome paraphrases, than the ones he translates literally: for they 

focus on our obtaining of our inheritance, and do not include mention of divine action or any 

other metaphoricity-highlighting features. (Significantly, though, the oft-cited precedence for 

‘inheritance’ language in a eucharistic prayer, namely the aforementioned Syriac Anaphora of St 

Ignatius of Antioch, does contain such features: ‘we pray that these mysteries… help us to inherit 

the heavenly kingdom’46). St Jerome did not even admit such phrases into the Bible: how 

reckless we are to have admitted them to the center of the Mass! 

10. 

 Some pages earlier I promised two arguments for my claim that the use of ‘inheritance’ 

in the modern eucharistic prayers feed Pelagianism. I have given the first. The second—which I 

also adduce in support of my other, earlier claims about the Pelagianism-inducing features of the 

modern Eucharistic prayers—is simply that Pelagian attitudes are rife in the Church today. For 

great heresies never die; they are better understood as quite natural, yet error-inducing tendencies 

of thought47, rather than single historical events. And anyone who is complacent about them, or 

thinks that we have moved beyond them, should remember that orthodoxy has to be built up 

from nothing in the minds of every new generation. This, indeed, is why our liturgies must 

always communicate a few clear, basic truths, in the well-founded hope that they will inspire 

people. Are our liturgies failing to do this? Consider John Haldane’s recent remarks in an article-

section labelled ‘Catholic Idolatry and Pelagianism’: 

I should like to comment briefly on the way in which Catholics beginning in the US 

but now throughout the West have absorbed and internalized as matters of faith, 

which they are not, the prevailing cultural and political norms of progressive and 

conservative sections of secular society. The first thing to note is the destructive 

effects of this, including a corruption of conscience, excusing among one’s own what 

one would condemn in one’s opponents, and a lack of charity regarding the motives 

and behaviour of anyone with whom one disagrees. There is also a form of 

displacement of the attention due to God towards moral causes: in the case of the right 

                                                
46 Hänggi and Pahl op. cit. p.291. In full and literally translated from the Latin ‘We therefore made worthy by the 

introduction of these your sacred mysteries; and having the eye of our mind illuminated through cognizance of the 

truth, ask and beseech, that these mysteries now set forth may be for us, and for those entering into them, an arousal 

of our mental vigilance, a health to the body, a true participation in in the filial adoption, an imparting of the Holy 

Spirit, an inheritance of the heavenly kingdom, a remission of faults and sins; for goodness and love towards men 

befit you; and to you and to your only-begotten son equally we assign the glory and acknowledge our debt of 

gratitude…’ (‘Nos igitur illatione mysteriorum istorum sanctorum digni effecti; et per Veritatis agnitionem 

illuminatum habentes mentis oculum, rogamus et obsecramus, ut mysteria haec proposita, sint nobis et illa 
suscipientibus, ad excitandam vigiliantiam animae, ad sanitatem corporis, ad participationem veram adoptionis 

filiorum, ad communicantionem Spiritus sancti, ad haereditatem regni caelestis, ad remissionem delictorum et 

peccatorum, qui te decet bonitas et amor erga homines, tibique gloriam referimus et gratiarum actionem, simulque 

unigentio Filio tuo, etc.’). This follows a very stark and full account of the ‘fearful’ (‘timendum’) Second Coming 

and Last Judgement (p.289f). 
47 They induce further errors; but of course they are errors themselves, too. 
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towards battling against abortion, euthanasia and homosexuality; in the case of the left 

towards campaigning against world poverty, capital punishment and global warming. 

Both Jesus and Paul are strong in their denunciation of idolatry, i.e. the putting in 

place of God, and worship of God, various forms of natural or human construction, 

including ‘works’. Paul is also very clear that nothing human beings do matters so far 

as their salvation is concerned save to the extent that it is redeemed by the grace of 

Christ’s sacrifice and that sacrifice alone. This warns us against the spiritual vice of 

meritorianism: religious pride is pharisaism.48 

 Now, the mere presence of a heresy in modern society does not imply that our liturgy has 

been abetting it. But if there are good reasons to think that our liturgies do abet a certain heresy, 

and we also find that heresy all about us, then we do have reason to reconsider our liturgies.  

11. 

 The didactic and devotional superiority of the Roman Canon over all the other 

Eucharistic Prayers should not surprise us: for this Eucharistic prayer was established by 

Gregory the Great in the 7th century, and has barely been altered since. It is the product of 

centuries of refinement that started long before Gregory himself; and it was the only Eucharistic 

Prayer of the Roman Rite from his day until 15th August 1968. (At least, the only official one: 

the French, Dutch, Swiss and Germans, jumping on the bandwagon of the expected 

liberalisations, had been using hundreds of different unauthorized, newly-devised national 

prayers for some years before this; already the Holy See’s liturgical prerogatives were rapidly 

evaporating in practice). By contrast, the other Eucharistic prayers were devised by a very small 

number of late-twentieth-century liturgy experts following their private, nay idiosyncratic 

theories49; and only some parts of them draw upon historical prayers at all.50 

 But as I have hinted, the Roman Canon is now rarely heard, even though the General 

Instruction of the Roman Missal states that it may always be used. Why, then, is this uplifting, 

nourishing resource being denied to Catholics? In what follows, I want to argue this that 

beautiful, venerable prayer should be used at least at every Sunday Mass. 

 But I asked why the prayer has been side-lined. In my experience, clerics adduce two 

considerations against its use. First, it is long—about 50% longer than E.P. III, which is now the 

most common Sunday prayer; and twice as long as E.P. II, the typical weekday one. Second, it is 

                                                
48 John Haldane, ‘It’s Déjà vu all over again’, New Blackfriars 2018 
49 Josef Jungmann’s judgement of some proposals for new eucharistic prayers by Cipriano Vaggini, the leader of the 

reform of the canon of the Mass, is famous: ‘It is not only the ecumenical impulse of our age, our eagerness to 

conform ourselves to the mentality of Eastern theology, that is at work here; to a large extent—and here one needs 

only bear in mind Vagaggini’s account of the first principles of liturgy—it is also the private theology of the author’. 

(‘Es ist nicht nur der ökumenische Zug unserer Zeit, der sich der Denkweise orientalischer Theologie anzunähern 
bestrebt ist, sondern darüber hinaus—man muss nur Vagagginis Darstellung liturgischer Grundbegriffe vor Augen 

haben—auch ein gutes Stück persönlicher Theologie des Verfassers.’). Josef Jungmann, ‘Um die Reform des 

römischen Kanons: eine kritische Stellungnahme zu C. Vagagginis Entwürfen’, Liturgisches Jahrbuch 17 (1967) 

p.11. See also Mazza’s comment on E.P. III: ‘It cannot be said that Father Vagaggini was the author of the next text 

[E.P. III]. On the other hand, it is indeed possible to say that much of it is attributed to him’. 
50 See Mazza, op. cit. 
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obscure—few people know of all the saints it mentions. The vaguer umbrella-notion motivating 

these objections seems to be that old favourite, ‘accessibility’. 

 Unfortunately, though, both arguments are pernicious, and, as I will argue, reflect a 

broader malaise of Catholic thought. 

 To consider first the argument from length: it is essentially an argument about 

convenience. The thinking seems to go like this: people today are very busy, and are abandoning 

Mass; the two facts must be related. If we want to bring back lapsed Catholics and retain others, 

we must therefore make Masses, especially obligatory ones, as convenient as possible. 

 But this is wrong-headed. I will consider just the case of Sunday Masses. If, when a priest 

plans a Sunday mass, he makes convenience his priority, then the liturgy will convey the 

impression that he is apologizing for the Sunday obligation, and that our God demands, nay, may 

justly demand only that worship that falls within the bounds of our convenience. (Ask yourselves 

whether you can really say that a liturgy has never given you this impression). And such an idea 

is unintelligible: a god who were worth worshipping only within the bounds of convenience 

would not be worth worshipping at all. In fact he wouldn’t even be a god—least of all the one 

living God, the God of our fathers, the God of Abraham and Isaac and Moses. Ordinary 

Catholics who attend such convenience-centric Masses will therefore quite reasonably pick up 

the impression that the Church has nothing to offer them that can justify their attendance, and 

they will lapse. After all, Catholicism may be the best religion, but, however convenient one 

makes it, it will always be a very bad religion of convenience; indeed a comically bad one, 

compared to football or materialism or both. It is folly for the Faith to be competing in the 

‘religion of convenience’ category at all. 

Convenience, then, cannot be the primary aim of any Catholic liturgy that wants to attract 

congregations. One should add that it is not the right aim of any Catholic worship either. For let 

us not forget that many of God’s creatures seem to do little but worship God, and this is clearly 

right and just and glorious (Rev. 4). Worship is also the main task of contemplative religious; 

and anyone who doubts that the contemplative life is a fitting and glorious service to God should 

consider the roots of our civilization: for it is hard to estimate the effect on the mediaeval man’s 

mind of the knowledge that, dotted around his country lay little island glimpses of the heavenly 

choirs; that not all was violence and corruption and arbitrary rule; that not all male wit and 

prestige led inevitably to the bedding of women; that a greater love really was dawning on the 

world. The religious life sanctifies, and is therefore surely a good: but it is a life of very 

inconvenient worship—of perhaps six hours a day spent in choir!  

Here someone might fairly object ‘But we can’t all be like that!’. Quite so: the Church 

has always held that laypeople should spend only a small part of their time in public liturgical 

worship. But this fact should not blind us to the primary criterion that generated this conclusion. 

For it was not the question ‘What is most convenient?’ but the question ‘How do we best serve 

God?’; and the answer for all humans (though the right balance will be different for everyone) 

was and is ‘Both orando and laborando’. That question, ‘How do we best serve God?’, remains 

both the most right and, I would suggest, the most advantageous one for priests to ask 
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themselves—whether they are planning masses in parishes or writing a new Missal in Rome. If 

priests keep that question ever before them when they are planning public liturgical worship, 

then they will be in a better position to reconcile the legitimate claims of Convenience and of 

Sublimity. Things are out of balance, I claim, when Catholics are denied the beauty of Roman 

Canon even on Sundays, simply in order that mass might three or four minutes quicker (and that 

really is all it is, compared to E.P. Three!). For things like E.P. feed a person’s devotion, and are 

precisely the things that will get that person to come back again and again. 

12.  

But I still need to address the objection from obscurity. The typical argument is that 

ordinary laypeople, especially children, dislike liturgy that they cannot fully or easily understand, 

and so we should try to eliminate hard-to-understand or obscure things from the liturgy. On this 

view, priests saying difficult liturgies are behaving like the disciples when they tried to block the 

children from Jesus (Mark 10:13). 

In rebuttal of this argument, I here consider only children, but what I say will apply to 

adults a fortiori. First: the argument’s main flaw is that it encourages liturgies that have a very 

cruel effect upon children: that of giving them the impression that there is in the world nothing 

beyond their understanding, even in the Faith. For what child wants a world in which there is 

nothing for him to wonder at? Children are sensible: they know well that a subject or service that 

they can fully understand is but a light matter—an unimportant thing with no right to make any 

claims on them. (Unimportant things like model soldiers or Pokémon may in fact have a great 

fascination for them, but they do not pursue such interests when doing so would conflict with 

their whim). Indeed, what child long suffers a teacher that knows no more than he—or a priest 

who seems similarly ignorant? or, later on, can easily be convinced that that teacher’s subject is 

important? Modern education is one thing. But to try to make the Mass itself, the source and 

summit of Christian life, seem to him a light matter—that is a wicked act indeed. (Sometimes, 

indeed, priests now use the ‘Eucharistic prayers for masses with children’, which do tend to 

make celebrants sound rather like playgroup assistants—e.g. ‘He came to take away sin, which 

keeps us from being friends, and hate, which makes us all unhappy.’).  

Of course, it is now common practice to indulge and disappoint and frustrate children in 

this way. Indeed the practice partly explains why so many young people today are so self-

righteous and entitled and bigoted and close-minded. But that is no reason for the Church to 

follow it. On the contrary, if any institution should be rejecting the practice, if any institution 

should be reminding every man that he understands but little, and is called to learn, it is the 

Church. Indeed, our modern clamour for universal education is but a consequence of the 

Church’s claim that all are called to grow in the knowledge (and love) of God; in pagan cultures, 

man has tended to think that it were better to indoctrinate the unintelligent, or leave them to 

languish in their ignorance, rather than to try to elicit real intellectual effort from them. Where 

the Church shows interest only in making her liturgy comprehensible without effort, she shows 

herself uninterested in education; and this only because uninterested in truth. For truth is not 

democratic; truth is hard to get at; and a child left complacent will never get near her. 
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That, I hope, refutes the argument from obscurity. Mine is not, by the way, an argument 

against the vernacular: a vernacular mass may stimulate curiosity amongst people for whom 

learning Latin is too big a hurdle, and who consequently regard anything in Latin as more to be 

accepted than understood. 

But something further should be said about the notion that links the two rejected 

arguments, namely ‘accessibility’. A focus on ‘accessibility’ broadly construed is always a 

symptom of a pathological inward-lookingness in a parish or diocese. For people only focus on it 

when, deep-down, they believe that the Church has no appeal to make, no to bait to fish with, 

apart from ‘accessibility’ itself; for it is always obvious that any such baits, any real spiritual 

weapons, would be more stirring and Church-filling than the fact that a Church were 

‘accessible’. It is the attitude of those who have lost, or never had, confidence in the Church’s 

ability to create beautiful, transcendent, inspiring liturgies; which attitude is itself barely distinct 

from a loss of Faith in the Holy Spirit and the Church’s unique relationship with him. Hence it is 

found in people who have forgotten the fact that unaided reason prompts all to take the first steps 

towards the Faith, and, increasingly raised up by grace, approves every step taken as one’s faith 

grows; it is found in communities that just want to make things easy for their own members, 

always on the tacit grounds that, being born Catholic is one thing, but one can hardly expect 

other people to accept everything in the Catechism. Such people don’t understand that the four 

minutes they will ‘lose’ every Sunday in hearing the Roman Canon may for some non-Catholic 

be the seed-bed of Faith; for they can’t conceive that there really are any such seed-beds. Small 

wonder that the Church leaders most keen on ‘accessibility’ are the very ones who sometimes 

give the impression of being more interested in interfaith dialogue than evangelisation, more 

interested in pursuing their sacred commission to foster a more just and peaceful word by means 

of negotiations, and by instructing their flocks in modern secular notions of justice, than in doing 

so by spreading the Faith and hence, as co-workers with the truth (3 John 1:8), getting people to 

let the Holy Spirit do his justice-and-peace-making work with greater wisdom than we ever 

could. Let us not forget Leo XIII’s list of the three ways clerics best fulfil their duty to 

evangelize, from his letter Testem benevolentiae nostrae:  

[I]nsightful preaching of the Gospel, the gravity and splendour of the sacraments, and, 

most especially, by personally representing the kind of doctrine that the Apostle 

passed on to Titus and Timothy.51 

The great man rightly saw that inspiring liturgy is one of the main tools of evangelisation. We 

only neglect it when we despair of our ability—or right—to produce it. 

13. 

 But I wish to make one last objection to the marginalization of the Roman Canon in our 

Sunday liturgical life. This is that the Church’s failure to use it is clericalist. Let me explain. 

Paragraph 35 subparagraph a of the General Instruction of the Roman Missal states: 

                                                
51 Atqui e clero sunt idipsum praestent oportet sapienti Evangelii praedicatione, sacrorum gravitate et splendore, 

praecipue autem eam in se formam doctrinae exprimentes, quam Tito ac Timotheo Apostolus tradidit. 
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Eucharistic Prayer I… is especially suited for use on Sundays, unless for pastoral 

reasons Eucharistic Prayer III is preferred.  

The clause starting ‘unless’ makes it clear that ‘is especially suited for’ (Latin: ‘opportunius 

profertur’) here means ‘is the most suitable Eucharistic prayer for’. In other words, this 

subparagraph prescribes the Roman Canon as the typical Sunday prayer, unless there are 

‘pastoral reasons’ for using E.P. III. And it is hard to argue with a straight face that ‘the Roman 

Canon is too long and obscure ever to use anywhere’ is a valid ‘pastoral reason’. Indeed, one has 

to assume that the subparagraph’s authors did not envisage such a reason; otherwise, this part of 

it would be redundant, cancelling itself out.    

 Unhelpfully, however, subparagraph c) of the same paragraph reads: 

The use [of Eucharistic Prayer III] should be preferred on Sundays and festive days. 

 This seems to mandate the general use of E.P. III on Sundays even in the absence of 

‘pastoral reasons’, and so seems to contradict subparagraph a). Probably the most reasonable 

solution to this apparent contradiction reads the later c) as explicatory of a), which, coming 

earlier in the text, should perhaps be privileged. On this solution, ‘pastoral reasons’ are indeed 

required for the use of E.P. III on Sundays. 

 Nevertheless, despite this solution, the text remains odd. Subparagraph c) seems to permit 

the general use of E.P. III on Sundays—a practice which the more privileged (because earlier) 

subparagraph a) would class as a bending of the rules. Now, strictly speaking, if the rules say that 

you can bend the rules, it isn’t a bending of the rules to do so. But even so, the General 

Instruction seems to permit (and has certainly caused) a practice which, though perhaps not rule-

bending, nevertheless surely feels like rule-bending to anyone who has read the rules. In other 

words, the rules themselves promote a lack of respect for the rules. It is possible that the writers 

of them intended this effect. 

 But what has this to do with clericalism? Well, ‘clericalism’ is a word conventionally 

used to point to an explanation of clerical sexual abuse. As such, it is a useful word. However, it 

is usually fleshed out in a non-sensical way. Clericalism, it is typically said, is a condition of the 

Church in which many rules bind Catholics, so that they regularly need the help and guidance of 

priests: rules about sin, confession, the Eucharist, and the like. Those rules, so the argument 

goes, give priests excessive formal power. (By ‘formal power’ I mean power canonically 

afforded them, which is to be distinguished from power that they might gain from other sources). 

This formal power corrupts. Or, an alternative, subtler version of the argument labels as 

‘clericalism’ a certain power dynamic which inevitably results from priests’ formal power, and 

so effectively makes the same criticism, though concealing it. 

 Well, all power may corrupt, and excessive power may corrupt very widely. If we ask 

‘Why did some priests because abusers?’, then ‘Because they had excessive formal power’ may 

be a respectable answer, as far as it goes. (But note that the answer ‘Because they had formal 

power’ simpliciter would be obviously unsatisfying—a mere cynical shrugging of the shoulders). 

The problem is that the ‘excessive’ in the aforementioned answer is question-begging. How do 
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we know that priests’ formal power has been excessive unless we prove the Church wrong about, 

say, the significance of 1 Corinthians 11:27-30 as regards communion and mortal sin, or about 

the doctrine of sacramental confession? Why not look for some other explanation of recent 

abuse? 

 Now, my ‘other explanation’ references the phenomenon to which, I think, ‘clericalism’ 

should really point. Clericalism, as I see it, is not the condition of their being too many rules, so 

that priests have excessive formal power. It is, on the contrary, the conflation, in any one 

canonical jurisdiction, of the authority of the Church with the whim of the clerics who have 

jurisdiction there. In other words, it is not that too many rules have bound Catholics in theory, 

but that too few rules have bound Catholic priests in practice. The rules, after all, do not exist 

only for the benefit of lay-people. It is this conflation that explains, for example, some American 

priests’ failure to celebrate Mass in chasubles on the grounds that chasubles are hot and 

uncomfortable; taken to its extreme, it is the conflation behind clerical sexual abuse (‘I, not the 

Magisterium, get to decide whether it’s ok to molest this child’). 

 And this is why I say that the shunning of the Roman Canon is clericalist: it results from 

and fosters a culture in which the rules bow to priests’ arbitrary decisions. Now, to be clear, I am 

not blaming ordinary priests one bit for the disappearance of the Roman Canon, nor am I calling 

them clericalists. Their seminaries probably never taught them to look closely at the General 

Instruction of the Roman Missal, and they are just following what their bishops and brother 

priests do. Most of the blame in fact lies with the authors of the General Instruction of the 

Roman Missal, many of whom, I suspect, were rather clericalist, having an antipathy to clear 

rules that restricted priests’ liturgical freedom. A little blame also lies with leading clerics; those 

who by their example established how the Missal of 1970 would be used in practice. In any case, 

one result amongst many of this wicked libertine clericalism has been the totally needless loss of 

which I am complaining today: the loss of the beautiful, inspiring Roman Canon with its 

devotional and faith-inducing benefits. 

 But priests ‘on the ground’ do have a riposte to this subtle clericalism, this, so to speak, 

GIRM warfare upon the Catholic faith. The riposte is to take the GIRM at its word. Doubtless, 

doing so is like calling a modern English Bishop ‘my Lord’: everything about him tells you that 

he doesn’t want you to. Yet, as with the bishop, no-one would deny that doing so would be 

staunchly Catholic and entirely appropriate.52 To all priests, then, who want to fight the loose 

ecclesiastical culture of the 1970’s and onwards, I say: be rebels against the rebellion. Use the 

Roman Canon on Sundays! 

                                                
52 All human power is slightly ridiculous, after all; but an elitist and quasi-aristocratic power that pretends that it is 

not elitist and quasi-aristocratic is far more ridiculous, and far less likely to be wielded with the elitist, quasi-

aristocratic independence of vision—not to mention noblesse oblige—that alone can make it work well, than one 

that makes no much pretence. 


